
Butterfl� Cup Cake� Men�
Unit 8A Marshalls Yard, West Lindsey, United Kingdom

(+44)1427238252 - https://www.facebook.com/cupcakesmarshallsyard/?
rf=302594473171390

Here you can find the menu of Butterfly Cup Cakes in West Lindsey. At the moment, there are 10 courses and
drinks on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Butterfly Cup

Cakes:
loves this little jewel of a place. often they call here, a coffee and cupcake for £3 what more a girl want,

mikeshakes and cooler are beautiful, very pleasant staff also, nothing is too much annoying. read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What User

doesn't like about Butterfly Cup Cakes:
Went earlier and there was a queue for ordering for corona obviously but seemed to be a big wait for everything,

we ordered and then the people who ordered after us got their things before us even if they ordered more, we
waited for 20/25 minutes and still no milkshakes so my boyfriend went in to complain and he said he had

completely forgotten about our orders so we had to wait another 5 minutes. After we got them t... read more.
Butterfly Cup Cakes from West Lindsey is a snug café, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a hot coffee or
a hot chocolate, Likewise, the visitors of the establishment prefer the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea

specialities that the establishment provides.
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Desser�
MILKSHAKES

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Beverage�
MILK SHAKES

Breakfas� Men�
GRANOLA

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Sweet� an� Treat�
CHOCOLATE SHAKE

Drink�
DRINKS

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

MILK SHAKES

Coffe�
MOCHA

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

MILK

MANGO
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